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Metamaterial induced transparency is demonstrated using individual split ring resonators with two
gaps on opposite side. For the symmetric structure, only a low quality dipolar resonance is
witnessed at a normal incidence excited with electric field along the resonator gaps. Displacement
of one gap from the centre breaks the symmetry and a higher order mode, inaccessible in the
symmetric structure, is excited. Coherent interaction among the modes in the split ring resonator
forms an extremely sharp narrowband transparency window centred directly at the dipole
resonance. Such metamaterial could facilitate coherent manipulation of terahertz signals for delay,
storage, and nonlinear applications.VC 2011 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3659494]
Metamaterials attracted a lot of research interest in
recent years due to their versatile characteristics and the
potential to implement a plethora of applications such as per-
fect lenses, sensors, antennas, frequency selective surfaces,
and modulators.1–9 Most importantly, the resonators that con-
stitute the metamaterial can be designed at will such that they
support resonances at any electromagnetic frequency and with
any multipolar radiation pattern.1 Intriguingly, the scattering
properties of the resonators could be forced to correspond not
just to an electric dipole, but also to an electric quadrupole,
magnetic dipole, or any other higher order mode. This funda-
mentally altered the perception to think about the design of
complex resonators since they could be also designed to sup-
port resonances with largely disparate properties. In the con-
text of the present work, the property that matters most is the
life-time. Resonators supporting a broad resonance are usually
called bright since they couple well to free space. Their near-
field is characterized in most cases by electric dipolar pat-
terns. Resonators supporting a narrow resonance are usually
called dark since they do couple only weakly to free space.
Their near-field is usually characterized by an electric quadru-
polar pattern. In the extreme case, such resonators cannot
radiate at all, i.e., if forbidden by symmetry constraints. They
would live entirely in the near-field and would only be
damped by non-radiative dissipation. The latter can be made
very small if the resonators are operated at low frequencies
where most metals can be considered as close to perfect con-
ductors. Combining different resonators to form new unit cells
gave impetus to the entire field of metamaterials and triggered
many genuine ideas.
Most notably, it led to the implementation of structures
that bear analogy to electromagnetically induced transparency
(EIT). This effect is usually observed in carefully selected
three level atomic systems excited with dressed states. Such
classical field interference of quantum type has been proposed
and demonstrated by several groups as a means to cancel
absorption of electromagnetic wave propagating through arti-
ficially designed metamaterials at a desired frequency.10–30
Thus, the EIT effect caused by wave propagation in metama-
terials was termed as metamaterial induced transparency.19 To
observe metamaterial induced transparency, two resonators
are usually combined into a single unit cell. They absorb light
at the same frequency; hence, the medium is opaque. One res-
onator usually acts as a highly radiative “bright” resonator
and is directly excited by the incident electromagnetic wave.
The second resonator is non-radiative “dark” and is indirectly
excited through coupling with the bright resonator. The coher-
ent interaction among both resonators leads to the desired
well-defined narrow transparency window due to a coherent
cancellation of the extinction.
In this letter, we show that the metamaterial induced
transparency can be evoked in a single terahertz Fano resona-
tor consisting of a square two-gap split ring resonator (SRR)
array excited at normal incidence by an electric field which is
parallel to the gap. In none of the previous schemes, a trans-
parency peak could be excited in a single two-gap resonator
by maintaining the electric field along the gaps, albeit a Fano
type resonance was earlier observed by exciting an asymmet-
ric two-gap resonator with an electric field perpendicular to
the gaps.11–13,22 For the structure under investigation, a broad
resonant feature is supported when the SRRs are perfectly
symmetric with the two gaps being placed exactly along the
central vertical axis. As soon as one of the gaps is displaced
from its central position, a high quality (Q) factor transpar-
ency window opens up at exactly the same frequency where
the broad resonance occurred. In this scheme, for induced
transparency, the two wire elements adjacent to the SRR gaps
are directly excited by the incident wave. When the gaps are
in a central position, the wire arms of the resonator resonate at
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an identical frequency and contribute to the formation of a
broad background caused by the dipolar nature of the resonan-
ces in each wire. The currents in these two arms oscillate in-
phase for most part of the spectrum and interfere construc-
tively. But as soon as one of the gaps is off-centered, their res-
onance frequencies differ slightly, leading to a strong
coupling between the arms of the SRR. Intriguingly, they
oscillate out-of-phase for a narrow range of frequencies lead-
ing to a destructive interference. Such configuration causes a
sharp transparency sub-band in the background spectrum of
the broad dipole resonance. The most remarkable feature of
metamaterial induced transparency is the drastic reduction in
the group velocity of the electromagnetic wave passing
through such a material, mainly achieved within a high Q-fac-
tor, lossless transparency window. This property can facilitate
the slowing down or the storage of light making it extremely
important for the design of the buffers and delay lines required
for future terahertz communication systems as well as for non-
linear signal processing.
In the experiments described here, we fabricated four
sets of planar two-gap SRR samples starting from a perfect
symmetric one with both the top and the bottom gaps exactly
at the center (see Fig. 1(a)) and then gradually displaced the
upper gap by a distance “d” while keeping the lower gap
fixed, in order to break the symmetry (Fig. 1(b)). In the four
different metamaterial samples, the top gap was shifted by
d¼ 0, 5, 10, and 20 lm, thus we address them as SR, ASR1,
ASR2, and ASR3, respectively. All four of the two-gap SRR
metal film patterns were fabricated using photolithographic
techniques, followed by the depositions of 200 nm of alumi-
num on top of a 640 lm thick n-type silicon substrate
(e¼ 11.68). The detailed geometrical dimensions of the
SRRs are shown in Fig. 1(a). The measurement was carried
out using a typical 8f confocal terahertz time-domain spec-
troscopy (THz-TDS) system.31,32
Figure 1(c) shows the measured transmission spectra of
a perfect symmetric metamaterial (SR) with d¼ 0lm and an
asymmetric SRR (ASR2) with d¼ 10 lm. A sharp transpar-
ency window opens up in the spectrum of ASR2. The corre-
sponding measured phase spectra are shown in Fig. 1(d). The
complementary measurements for phase and transmission
are consistent with the natural properties of a causal system.
The metamaterial array used here is a linear system in which
the real and imaginary parts of the transfer function are
related through the Kramers–Kronig relations. The sudden
phase change leads to a strong dispersion in the medium.
This sharp phase change is the key to achieve a slow-light
behavior due to reduced group velocities. The inset of Fig.
1(c) is the measured transmission for SR and ASR2 with the
electric field polarized perpendicular to the gap bearing
arms. We clearly observe one single broad resonance at
0.7 THz for the SR metamaterial but two resonances for the
ASR2. A sharp Fano resonance at 0.5 THz is excited due to
symmetry breaking in ASR2. This sharp resonant feature at
terahertz frequencies has been discussed in detail in Ref. 13
and is not of further relevance to the present work.
In Fig. 2, we show the measurements and the numerical
simulations for all the four samples.33 Starting from SR
(d¼ 0 lm), where only a single resonance dip is observed in
Fig. 2(a) at 1.13 THz, we move to an asymmetric SRR sam-
ple, specifically the ASR1 with d¼ 5 lm in which the trans-
parency peak opens up as shown in Fig. 2(b) at exactly the
same frequency (1.13 THz) at which the dipole resonance
dip occurred in the perfectly symmetric sample. It is impor-
tant to notice the drastic difference in terms of quality factor
of the broad dipole resonance (Q¼ 2.8) and the narrow trans-
parency sub-band resonance window which has an extremely
high Q factor of 68. When the top gap is further shifted by
d¼ 10 lm, the transparency resonance band broadens as
well as the transmission increases in Fig. 2(c), and for
FIG. 1. (Color online) Microscopic image of the (a) Symmetric metamate-
rial, SR with d¼ 0 lm and (b) Asymmetric metamaterial, ASR2 with
d¼ 10 lm. Measured (c) transmission and (d) phase spectra of SR and
ASR2 when the electric field is parallel to the gap. The inset of (c) shows
the spectra of SR and ASR2 when the electric field is perpendicular to the
gap arms.
FIG. 2. (Color online) Measured (blue solid circle) and simulated (red
curve) transmission amplitude spectra for (a) SR, (b) ASR1, (c) ASR2, and
(d) ASR3 (e) The simulated transmission amplitude of SRR as a function of
asymmetry parameter ‘d’.
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d¼ 20 lm, the transparency peak finally reaches 96% in Fig.
2(d). The simulated transmission is in good agreement with
most of the measured transmission spectra, though for the
low asymmetry structure in Fig. 2(b), the measured EIT reso-
nance band could not exactly match the simulation due to
the limited resolution of our measurement system.
Figure 2(e) shows the simulated transmission where the
splitting of the single dipole resonance is observed as soon as
the symmetry of the SRR structure is broken even when the
SRR top gap is shifted by a minute distance of d¼ 1lm. The
y-axis shows the top gap shift of the SRR as function of the
parameter “d.” As the distance “d” is increased the resonance
mode splitting leading to a transparency in the spectrum at
around 1.13 THz becomes more evident since the transpar-
ency window broadens and its amplitude nearly reaches 1.
The asymmetry parameter “d” leads to the broadening and
enhancement in transparency of the EIT window centered at a
single frequency as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 2. Thus,
“d” acts as the control parameter in this metamaterial system.
To gain further understanding on the nature of these
resonances, we looked at the surface current distributions at
the resonances of the symmetric, SR, and the asymmetric
metamaterial, ASR2, in Fig. 3. At the symmetric dipole reso-
nance frequency of the SR as shown in Figs. 3(a) the two sym-
metric current loops at the top and the bottom arms are
parallel to each other with nodes at the center of both vertical
arms. The terahertz field scattered from the SR interferes con-
structively and gives rise to a strong scattering leading to a
broad dipole resonance feature. The parallel surface currents
are highly radiative in nature.
Once the symmetry is broken, for example, in metamate-
rial ASR2, the dipole mode of the SR splits in two distinct
resonances at 1.05 THz and 1.17 THz. The simulations in Figs.
3(b)–3(d) show the surface currents at the lower frequency res-
onance of 1.05 THz, at the transparency peak of 1.13 THz and
the higher frequency resonance at 1.17 THz. In Fig. 3(b), the
currents at the lower resonance frequency are excited only in
the left hand side longer wire arm of the ASR2. In this left arm,
there are two parallel currents which form a dipole and give
rise to the resonant effect at 1.05 THz. At the higher frequency
resonance (1.17 THz), Fig. 3(d) reveal that the right side
smaller wire arm is excited with parallel currents characterized
by a stronger field confinement, thus leading to a sharper or a
higher Q resonance compared to the longer left side wire.
In Fig. 3(c), the current distribution associated with the
transparency resonant peak at 1.13 THz, we observe anti-
parallel current pairs which are also anti-symmetric in nature
causing a destructive interference of the scattered fields. This
destructive interference between the radiated fields arising
from the anti-symmetric currents completely suppresses the
scattering allowing the incident wave to be transmitted with-
out losses—thus resulting in an EIT effect.
In conclusion, we have experimentally and numerically
demonstrated metamaterial induced transparency in a single
asymmetric terahertz Fano resonator array. At a low degree
of asymmetry, the transparency window is extremely sharp
and is accompanied by steep phase change which could be
exploited to design slow-light terahertz devices and to induce
an enhancement of the terahertz nonlinearities. Higher
degree of asymmetry allows for the tuning of the amplitude
and bandwidth of the transparency window.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Simulated current distributions at resonance frequen-
cies of (a) SR at 1.13 THz, (b) ASR2 at 1.05 THz, (c) ASR2 at 1.13 THz,
and (d) ASR2 at 1.17 THz.
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